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Bioinformatics Consulting Center

● Headed by Dr.Istvan Albert.

● Provide Bioinformatics analysis services.

● Manage and distribute the sequencing data 
produced by Penn State Sequencing Facilities.

● Collaborators - Penn State Faculty,
Northeast Fishery Center, U.S. Fish & Wildlife. 



Common requests

Can you do an analysis like ….

Can you make a plot like …

Can you use the tool published in …



Nature Methods 

Benjamin J Callahan, Paul J McMurdie, Michael J Rosen, Andrew W Han,Amy Jo 

A Johnson , Susan P Holmes

DADA2: High-resolution sample inference from Illumina amplicon data

Nature Methods volume 13, pages 581–583 (2016)

● DADA2  - Divisive Amplicon Denoising Algorithm.

● Models and corrects Illumina-sequenced amplicon sequences.

● Resolve sequences at 1 base pair difference.

● Implemented in CRUX-Anacapa pipeline.



CRUX - Anacapa Pipeline

● Assigns taxonomy to metabarcoded sequences.
● Uses existing tools to process the data.
● Good documentation, github repo.
● https://github.com/limey-bean/Anacapa
● Detailed explanation of the steps in analysis.

Excellent !!

My hope and dream - just run it and get the results

https://github.com/limey-bean/Anacapa


Reality - List of  tools to be installed



Let’s install - #1  
Python:

Install an old version of python - python 2.7 

Python 2.7 is supported only until 2020.

Python 3 is available since late 2008.

R Package:

otparse - package not available for R.3.4.2 !

Spent time on google search



Typo! optparse is the package

install.packages(“optparse”)

Solution 



Let’s install - #2

entrez_qiime.py - a script included in the pipeline.

No Module Found : cogent.parse.ncbi.taxonomy

Easy to fix - pip install cogent 

But … another error! 

Value error: cogent/align/_comapre.pyx doesn’t match any files.



My Fix

DONT_USE_PYREX=1 pip install -U cogent

Spent about 30 minutes to figure this out.



Undocumented dependencies

Pandas - Which version?



Let’s Run it

No such file or directory: 

‘/home/aswathy/src/anacapa_db/scripts/BCC_default_cutoff.sh’ 

But the file is present !



Program hangs? Why?

The script published in GitHub was never tested and never worked !



Cannot find a tool!

Fix - Copy the tool into a specific directory.



Similar issues - Tech support 

Took about 2 weeks to successfully install the pipeline.



Implementing a method may seem to be clear and easy, but in reality it is always 
harder than it looks. Lot harder.

Plan ahead to have enough time to install and run an analysis.

Don’t panic at the sight of error messages. It’s all part of the process and you learn a 
lot from it.

Have patience.

Takeaways if you are running a pipeline



Test the pipeline properly, with multiple settings and on multiple platforms.

Must use exact versions - which might be non-recommended ones. Now what?

It is not just enough to have the code published, but it needs to be in a way that 
people can run it.

Takeaways if you are developing a pipeline



Bioinformatics Recipes
https://github.com/biostars/biostar-engine 

A web application to allow scientists to create, execute, document and share 
data analysis scripts with each other.

We call these scripts recipes.

A recipe 
● Can be any pipeline 
● Can be shared and modified
● Comes with test data and results
● Can be run easily by life scientists



A recipe example



Summary

● Reproducibility crisis exists not only at the analysis and interpretation level but 
also at implementing existing methods (computational reproducibility).

● To achieve computational reproducibility information about code, software and 
hardware requirements as well as implementation details are needed.

● Others should be able to run the methods easily to independently reproduce 
the results and/or to extend the methods to answer similar problems. 


